Callan Institute Training
During COVID 19
Keeping you Safe

At Callan Institute, we are committed to providing ongoing
training and support in new and innovative ways in
adherence with the national public health guidelines. This
is to ensure that not only are we working hard to keep
each other safe, but that we continue to provide the best
possible support and service to the individual’s we support.

Is there a need to focus on training with everything
else going on?
During these difficult times, we are all being asked to creatively adapt
our services in a person centred way to create an environment where
people feel safe and engaged in meaningful activities, are supported
with any worries or concerns that may have, have moments of fun and
enjoyment and to instill hope, that we will come through, safely
together. RUA, Positive Behaviour support and the Multi-Element
Behaviour Support Model is more important than ever.
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What are Callan Institute doing differently now?

Saint John of God Community

We have adapted our training to online formats to allow for continuation
of training services. We are primarily using Zoom as our platform for
this.
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To date, we have had staff join us in a number of ways. Some like to
join together in a socially distanced and safe way on a work site to
experience the workshops as a group. Some like to join individually from
a work site, or from their home. However you would like to join us, we
have zoom guidelines for this to ensure your safety.
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Is it like face to face training?

We’re using Zoom

We’re big believers that we learn best by learning from each
other; and by sharing stories and experiences. Face to face
training tends to lend itself to this a little better. However, we
have made adaptations that have allowed us to keep this
interactive style going.
• We have reduced our numbers to allow for more
interaction;
• We are using breakout rooms to allow for group
conversations and group work similar to how we would
work in a training room;
• We take breaks regularly and leave the ‘room open’ so you
can return early and chat to colleagues if you wish.

Reduced Numbers

When will face to face training return?
Breakout Rooms for
Group work

Open Rooms

As government guidance and practicalities allow, we hope to
gradually reintroduce face to face training options. However, as
long as there is any risk of COVID 19, online options will be
available.

Contact Us:
If you would like any further information about our workshops,
training courses (Practice Certificate in MEBS, Practice Certificate
in RUA), tele-education consultation and practice support
consultation please contact callan@sjog.ie
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